Harness the power of investing, replace your
income and retire early. Tim Levy’s book,
‘Forever Money’ shows readers how they can
begin NOW
Tim Levy and AssociatesWednesday, June 2nd, 2021

Newcastle, NSW, 2 June 2021 – Businessman and author ,Tim Levy, is proud to
oﬀer his 9th non-ﬁction work, ‘Forever Money’, hitting Amazon on 25 May.
‘Forever Money’ is an informative and practical guidebook with realworld steps to help readers think diﬀerently about their money. It
teaches, in simple terms, how to harness the power of investing to pay
yourself automatically, every month, ultimately earning all of your
time back, forever.
Several years ago, whilst living in the USA, author, speaker and CEO, Tim Levy,
had a lightbulb moment in a conversation after speaking on digital business and
marketing strategy at an entrepreneurial conference. The conversation had
turned to ﬁnancial intelligence and investment strategy, and he realised… he
had none.
“Investment was something that had never made it onto my list of things to
ﬁgure out. Investment was something for rich people, people who had money to
invest,” or so he thought.
Tim realised, like most people, his experience in investing had been limited “to
ﬁnding a better bank account, trying a term deposit account, and, once, a
gently disastrous foray into a share portfolio fund”. His schooling had illequipped him with the practicalities, and they’re rarely discussed with our
friends or family, leaving us all in the dark. So, how do you learn the real-world
strategies to gaining ﬁnancial freedom if no-one talks about it?
Driven by this desire, Tim went on a personal mission to learn the secrets of the
wealthy. With unique access to those in the know, as a regular speaker to CEO
groups of high net-worth individuals, he had those tricky conversations. “I
distilled that information, applied it over years to my own ﬁnances, honed a
system and built a passive income portfolio. Now, I’ve reached the point where I
could semi-retire if I wanted to. It’s an amazing feeling! I’m delighted to share
what I’ve learnt about investing, creating passive income and earning your time
back so that everyone can enjoy Forever Money too.”
Tim’s clients and readers have shared, “I’d really like to say how much I
appreciate your common sense, realistic approach to helping folks like us who
have big dreams, are working 18 hour days and giving us real solutions to help
us get our lives back.” “Revealing, intuitive, genuine, insightful, honest,
perceptive, action-based, dynamic, present/actual, and truthfully……lifechanging.” and, “Tim will help you realise that you can live a life you have
always dreamed of, give you a road map and bring it to reality.”
‘Forever Money’ has been written for anyone who wants to make the most of
their money, invest wisely, replace their income and retire early. That’s
ﬁnancial freedom. That’s Forever Money.
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- digital strategy and media production studio focussing on business growth
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- newly formed production company focused on short and, eventually, feature
ﬁlm production, with the intention to produce meaningful stories to bring a little
light and laughter into the world
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